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• Default Policy Reporting Fields, page 1

• Diameter EDR counter List for Gx, page 22

Default Policy Reporting Fields
DescriptionsField Data TypeField NameTypeGroup

Default Policy
Reporting Fields

ANDSF

Indicates type of policy. For
example, ISMP or ISRP.

VARCHARPolicyType

Indicates Id of the device from
where the request is received.

VARCHARdevId

Indicates type of location such
as.

• wlan

• 3GPP

• 3GPP2

• WiMAX

• Geo

VARCHARLocationType

Name of the location.VARCHARLocation

Name of the policy orMOTree
name provided to subscriber /
UE.

VARCHARPolicyName
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DescriptionsField Data TypeField NameTypeGroup

Indicates the number of times
policy is updated in the UE.

INTPolicyUpdateCount

Authentication user name
provided by the UE.

VARCHARauthUserName

Indicates the type of device.
For example, IPhone or
Android.

VARCHARdevType

Name of the ANDSF client in
UE.

VARCHARclientName

IPhone UE uuid.VARCHARuuid

NETWORK

IPCAN types such as:

• 3GPP

• GPS

• EPS

VARCHARAccess Type

Unique identifier for Cell site.VARCHARCell Site Id

A subscriber might have a
unique charging ID. Using this,
usage by members of a sub
account, or ‘children’ of the
subscriber can be billed to their
‘parent’.

VARCHARchargingId

Information specific to which
circuit the request came in on.

VARCHARCircuit Id

The Rating-Group AVP is of
type Unsigned32 (AVP Code
432) and contains the identifier
of a rating group. All the
services subject to the same
rating type are part of the same
rating group. The specific
rating group the request relates
to is uniquely identified by the
combination of
Service-Context-Id and
Rating-Group AVPs.

VARCHARDevice Rating Group
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This Attribute indicates the
address to be configured for the
user. It MAY be used in
Access-Accept packets. It
MAY be used in an
Access-Request packet as a
hint by the NAS to the server
that it would prefer that
address, but the server is not
required to honor the hint.

VARCHARFramed IP

IMEISV (16 digits) includes
information on the origin,
model, and serial number of the
device.

VARCHARImei Sv

Internationalmobile Subscriber
Identity is a unique
identification associated with
all cellular networks. It is
stored as a 64 bit field and is
sent by the phone to the
network.

VARCHARIMSI

A unique identifier assigned to
network interfaces for
communications on the
physical network segment.

VARCHARMAC Address

A number uniquely identifying
a subscription in a GSM or a
UMTS mobile network.

VARCHARMSISDN

IP address for the Network
Access Server

VARCHARNAS IP

Unique identifier for Radio
Access Type.

VARCHARRAT Type

Diameter based network node
- can be used for location
reporting

VARCHARSGSN Address

TRAFFIC

In Bytes per Accounting
Record

BIGINTIn Bytes

The number of output bytes.BIGINTOut Bytes
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The number of Total bytes.BIGINTTotal Bytes

Streaming, Gaming - This is
Diameter Dependent.

VARCHARTraffic Type

PCRF

The current Active Device
Service.

VARCHARDevice Service

Unique identifier for a single
session on a single device.

VARCHARDevice Session Id

Unique identifier for the
Network Access Server.

VARCHARNAS ID

The current Active Service
Code.

VARCHARService

The current Active Service
Code

VARCHARService Code

The domain associated to the
subscriber.

VARCHARUser Domain Info

User nameVARCHARUser Name

SUBSCRIBER

Occasionally, a subscriber may
need to connect with or relate
to an external third-party
system. This field identifies the
subscriber to that external
service.

VARCHARSubscriberExternalId

Default Login Realm, Ex.
USuM Auth, AAA Proxy

VARCHARSubscriber Realm

Active, ExpiredVARCHARSubscriber Status

The networkId is a unique
string value that identifies the
subscriber. This can be any
value such as MSISDN, MAC
Address, IP Address, IMPI,
Email Address, Telephone
number, etc.

VARCHARSub User Name
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DescriptionsField Data TypeField NameTypeGroup

Location code corresponding
to one of several possible
location identifiers (MAC,
SSID, IP subnet).

VARCHARUser Location Info

BALANCE

Account Balance Code is the
code of the balance template
defined in the Policy Server
(QNS) reference data that
corresponds to the balance
(group of quotas) to be
credited, debited, provisioned,
etc.

VARCHARBalance Code

The exact balance remaining.
The balanceRemaining (Long)
field is rounded to a whole
number.

BIGINTBalance Remaining

Amount of balance used
currently by subscriber.

BIGINTBalance Used

Date credit expires.DATETIME (E
MMM dd
HH:mm:ss time
zone)

Credit End Date

Start and End date are when
you want the credit to become
valid and when you want it to
expire. If not specified, the start
date defaults to now.

DATETIME (E
MMM dd
HH:mm:ss time
zone)

Credit Start Date

Original amount of subscriber
balance before any debits
applied.

BIGINTOriginal Amount

Quota Code is the code of the
quota template defined in the
Policy Server (QNS) reference
data that corresponds to the
quota (actual bucket) to be
credited.

VARCHARQuota Code

Rate at which balance is
charged. 1x, 3x.

VARCHARRate
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Total amount with the rate
applied.

VARCHARRated Total Amount

Optional Rate Plan Code.VARCHARRate Plan Code

Date credit is refreshed to
pre-configured amount.

DATETIME (E
MMM dd
HH:mm:ss time
zone)

Refresh Date of Credit

Date when Balance/Quota
refreshes to original amount.

DATETIME (E
MMM dd
HH:mm:ss time
zone)

Refresh Day ofMonth
Of Credit

Quota reservation amount.BIGINTReservation_Amount

Code linked to subscriber
service. Different service
options can be applied to
services at specified time ex.
Holidays.

VARCHARTariff Code

Time of day boundary.VARCHARTariff Time Id

Total amount with no rate
applied.

VARCHARUnrated Total Amount

SESSION

If any value of the received
Attributes is not acceptable,
then the RADIUS server
MUST transmit a packet with
the Code field set to 3
(Access-Reject). It MAY
include one or more
Reply-MessageAttributes with
a text message which the NAS
MAY display to the user.

BIGINTRejected Start

The amount of time the session
has been up, in clock time

BIGINTSession Duration

Number of Start Sessions.BIGINTStart Session

This number increments when
a session stops for reporting
purposes.

BIGINTStop Session
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Custom Reference Data
DescriptionsField Data TypeField NameTypeGroup

Custom
Reference Data

This Attribute indicates the name of
the user to be authenticated. It
MUST be sent in Access-Request
packets if available. It MAY be sent
in an Access-Accept packet, in
which case the client SHOULD use
the name returned in the
Access-Accept packet in all
Accounting-Request packets for this
session. If the Access- Accept
includes Service-Type = Rlogin and
the User-Name attribute, a NAS
MAY use the returned User-Name
when performing the Rlogin
function.

NameUser

Type and description applies based
on AVP chosen, which cannot be
specified explicitly.

ValueAny registered
AVP of
RADIUS or
Diameter

Policy Report
Fields

Reference Data Field

VARCHARDevice Service

The amount of time the session has
been up, in clock time.

BIGINTSession
Duration

Unique identifier for the Network
Access Server.

VARCHARNAS ID

IPCAN types, 3GPP, GPS, EPSVARCHARAccess Type

A unique identifier assigned to
network interfaces for
communications on the physical
network segment.

VARCHARMAC Address
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The Rating-Group AVP is of type
Unsigned32 (AVP Code 432) and
contains the identifier of a rating
group. All the services subject to the
same rating type are part of the same
rating group. The specific rating
group the request relates to is
uniquely identified by the
combination of Service-Context-Id
and Rating-Group AVPs.

VARCHARDevice Rating
Group

A number uniquely identifying a
subscription in a GSM or a UMTS
mobile network.

VARCHARMSISDN

If any value of the received
attributes is not acceptable, then the
RADIUS server transmits a packet
with the Code field set to 3
(Access-Reject). The packet might
include one or more Reply-Message
Attributes with a text message,
which the NAS displays to the user.

BIGINTRejected Start

The exact balance remaining. The
balanceRemaining (Long) field is
rounded to a whole number.

BIGINTBalance
Remaining

The number of output bytes as
reported by the SCE.

BIGINTOut Bytes

Code linked to subscriber service.
Different service options can be
applied to services at specified time.

VARCHARTariff Code

Amount of balance used currently
by subscriber.

BIGINTBalance Used

Original amount of subscriber
balance before any debits applied.

BIGINTOriginal
Amount

Account Balance Code is the code
of the balance template defined in
the Policy Server (QNS) reference
data that corresponds to the balance
(group of quotas) to be credited,
debited, provisioned, etc.

VARCHARBalance Code

Unique identifier for Cell site.VARCHARCell Site Id
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Unique identifier for Radio Access
Type.

VARCHARRAT Type

Time of day boundary.VARCHARTariff Time Id

Quota reservation amount.BIGINTReservation_Amount

Date credit is refreshed to
pre-configured amount.

DATETIME (E
MMM dd
HH:mm:ss time
zone)

Refresh Date of
Credit

This drop-down list lets you assign
the subscriber a domain. Domains
themselves are created in the Cisco
Policy Builder interface.

VARCHARUser Domain
Info

Information specific to which circuit
the request came in on.

VARCHARCircuit Id

Quota Code is the code of the quota
template defined in the Policy
Server (QNS) reference data that
corresponds to the quota (actual
bucket) to be credited.

VARCHARQuota Code

Number of Start Sessions.Start Session

Rate at which balance is charged.
1x, 3x

VARCHARRate

Date when Balance/Quota refreshes
to original amount.

DATETIME (E
MMM dd
HH:mm:ss time
zone)

Refresh Day of
Month Of
Credit

Total Bytes based of Radius
Accounting packet.

BIGINTTotal Bytes

Unique identifier for a single session
on a single device.

VARCHARDevice Session
Id

This number increments when a
session stops for reporting purposes.

BIGINTStop Session

Total amount with the rate applied.VARCHARRated Total
Amount
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Start and End date are when you
want the credit to become valid and
when you want it to expire. If not
specified, the start date defaults to
now.

DATETIME (E
MMM dd
HH:mm:ss time
zone)

Credit Start
Date

This Attribute indicates the address
to be configured for the user. It is
used in Access-Accept packets or
used in an Access-Request packet
as a hint by the NAS to the server
for the required address.

VARCHARFramed IP

IMEISV (16 digits) includes
information on the origin, model,
and serial number of the device.

VARCHARImei Sv

International mobile Subscriber
Identity is a unique identification
associatedwith all cellular networks.
It is stored as a 64 bit field and is
sent by the phone to the network.

VARCHARIMSI

Total amount with no rate applied.VARCHARUnrated Total
Amount

User name.VARCHARUser Name

ISG, WLC, CARVARCHARDevice Service

In Bytes per Accounting Record.BIGINTIn Bytes

Diameter based network node - can
be used for location reporting.

VARCHARSGSN Address

Streaming, Gaming - This is
Diameter Dependent

VARCHARTraffic Type

Unique identifier for the Policy
Server (QNS) service type.

VARCHARPolicy Server
(QNS) Service

Location code corresponding to one
of several possible location
identifiers (MAC, SSID, IP subnet).

VARCHARUser Location
Info

Date credit expires.DATETIME (E
MMM dd
HH:mm:ss time
zone)

Credit End Date
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IP address for the Network Access
Server.

VARCHARNAS IP

The networkId is a unique string
value that identifies the subscriber.
This can be any value such as
MSISDN, MAC Address, IP
Address, IMPI, Email Address,
Telephone number, etc.

VARCHARSub User Name

Default Login Realm, Ex. USuM
Auth, AAA Proxy.

VARCHARSubscriber
Realm

Active, ExpiredVARCHARSubscriber
Status

Their Active Service.VARCHARService Code

Optional Rate Plan CodeVARCHARRate Plan Code

Common

Session

Checks for change of serviceDate
(YYYY-MM-DD)

next Evaluation
Date

Session expirationDate
(YYYY-MM-DD)

expiration Date

Field Descriptions: SPR Common
DescriptionField Data TypeField NameTypeGroup

SPR Common

Credential type specifies the type
of unique identifier
(username/Password, Network
ID).

StringtypeCredential

Description of the unique
identifier.

StringdescriptionCredential
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The networkId is a unique string
value that identifies the
subscriber. This can be any value
such asMSISDN,MACAddress,
IP Address, IMPI, Email Address,
Telephone number, etc.

StringnetworkIDCredential

Defines the time remaining.IntegerexpirationTimeRemainingCredential

Indicates whether the time/date
and cron values evaluate from a
positive or negative perspective.

StringStateSchedule

This code specifies whether or not
a service schedule is enabled or
disabled.

BooleanEnabledSchedule

The service's end time.StringEnd timeSchedule

The service's starttime.StringStart timeSchedule

Handles how the schedule repeats
within that timeframe.

RepeatRepeatSchedule

The service’s end date.Date
(YYYY-MM-DD)

End dateSchedule

The service's end date.Date
(YYYY-MM-DD)

Start dateSchedule

This code specifies whether or not
a service is enabled or disabled.

BooleanEnabledService

Service code.StringCodeService

The name of the user the
accounting record is being logged
for.

NameNameUser

Represents the type of accounting
record and maps to the RADIUS
acct-status-type attribute. A value
of 1=start, 2=stop, and 3=update.

StringStatusUser

Use the calendar to specify the
start and stop date and time of
service to the subscriber.

Date
(YYYY-MM-DD)

End dateUser
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When the subscriber logs in to
your subscriber portal, this field
determines how much read-write
privilege is granted to them.

StringRoleUser

Occasionally, a subscriber may
need to connect with or relate to
an external third-party system.
This field identifies the subscriber
to that external service.

StringExternal IDUser

A subscriber might have a unique
charging ID. Using this, usage by
members of a sub-account, or
‘children’ of the subscriber can be
billed to their ‘parent’.

StringCharging IDUser

Use the calendar to specify the
start and stop date and time of
service to the subscriber.

Date
(YYYY-MM-DD)

startDateUser

Field Descriptions: RADIUS
DescriptionField Data TypeField NameTypeGroup

Radius

AVP NameStringNameAvp (AvPair)

Parent AVP name which this
AVP is derived from.

ObjectParentAvp (AvPair)

AVP value as string.StringValue as StringAvp (AvPair)

AVP IDIntegerAttribute IDAvp (AvPair)
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Value assigned to the vendor of
the Radius application. In
combination with the
Supported-Vendor-Id AVP, this
may be used in order to know
which vendor specific attributes
may be sent to the peer. It is also
envisioned that the combination
of the Vendor-Id, Product-Name
and the Firmware-Revision
AVPs may provide very useful
debugging information.

IntegerVendor IDAvp (AvPair)

Field Descriptions: Diameter
DescriptionField Data

Type
Field NameTypeGroup

Diameter: GxSce

This contains the host the message must be
routed to.

StringdestHost

This contains the realm the message must
be routed to.

StringdestRealm

All Diameter messages contain an
Application Identifier, which is used in the
message forwarding process.

LongappId

The User-Name AVP which contains the
User-Name, in a format consistent with the
NAI specification.

StringuserName

String representing the application name
for the appId.

StringappName

International mobile Subscriber Identity is
a unique identification associated with all
cellular networks. It is stored as a 64 bit
field and is sent by the phone to the
network.

Stringimsi

A number uniquely identifying a
subscription in a GSM or a UMTS mobile
network.

Stringmsisdn
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DescriptionField Data
Type

Field NameTypeGroup

Diameter: GxV9

Portion of IMSI containing the Mobile
Network Code.

Stringmnc

Portion of IMSI containing the Mobile
Country Code.

Stringmcc

Routing Area Identity. A routing area is
normally a subdivision of a location area.

Stringrai

It indicates the type of Connectivity Access
Network in which the user is connected.

IntegeripcanType

This is used to identify the radio access
technology that is serving the UE.

IntegerratType

This contains the host the message must be
routed to.

StringdestHost

This contains the realm the message must
be routed to.

StringdestRealm

All Diameter messages contain an
Application Identifier, which is used in the
message forwarding process.

LongappId

Combination of MCC and MNC.Stringmccmnc

String representing the application name
for the appId.

StringappName

International mobile Subscriber Identity is
a unique identification associated with all
cellular networks. It is stored as a 64 bit
field and is sent by the phone to the
network.

Stringimsi

A number uniquely identifying a
subscription in a GSM or a UMTS mobile
network.

Stringmsisdn
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DescriptionField Data
Type

Field NameTypeGroup

This Attribute indicates the address to be
configured for the user. It MAY be used in
Access-Accept packets. It MAY be used in
an Access-Request packet as a hint by the
NAS to the server that it would prefer that
address, but the server is not required to
honor the hint.

StringframedIp

To each location area, a unique number
called a location area code is assigned.

Integerlac

Location code corresponding to one of
several possible location identifiers (MAC,
SSID, IP subnet).

StringuserLocationInfo

IPAddress of Diameter based network node
- can be used for location reporting

StringsgsnIpAddress

This is used to identify the radio access
technology that is serving the UE.

IntegertgppRatType

When sent from PCRF to PCEF, this AVP
indicates that an event shall cause a
re-request of PCC rules. When sent from
the PCEF to the PCRF this AVP indicates
that the corresponding event has occurred
at the gateway.

IntegereventTriggers

True or false option indicating if the
subscriber is out of credit.

BooleanoutOfCredit

True or false option indicating if Quality
of Service upgrade is supported for the
subscriber.

BooleanqosUpgradeSupported

Routing Area Code is a fixed length code
of 1 octet identifying a routing area within
a location area.

Integerrac

Service Area Code has a length of two
octets and is unique within the location
Area.

Integersac

Cell identity for GSMor Service Area Code
(SAC) at the time of Record Opening Time.

Integerci
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Field NameTypeGroup

Cell Global Identity is a standard identifier
for mobile phones cells, providing means
to geographically locate connected mobile
phones.

Stringcgi

E-UTRAN Cell Global Identifier.Stringecgi

Tracking Area IdentifierStringtai

Service Area IdentifierStringsai

Type Allocation Code (TAC) is the initial
eight-digit portion of the 15-digit IMEI
code.

Integertac

Explicit Communication TransferIntegerect

IMEISV (16 digits) includes information
on the origin, model, and serial number of
the device.

Stringimeisv

Bearer control mode applied to the IP-CAN
session.

Integerbcm

The IPv6 prefix allocated for the user.StringframedIpv6Prefix

Diameter: GxTGPP

Portion of IMSI containing the Mobile
Network Code.

Stringmnc

Portion of IMSI containing the Mobile
Country Code.

Stringmcc

Routing Area Identity. A routing area is
normally a subdivision of a location area.

Stringrai

It indicates the type of Connectivity Access
Network in which the user is connected.

IntegeripcanType

This is used to identify the radio access
technology that is serving the UE.

IntegerratType

This contains the host the message must be
routed to.

StringdestHost

This contains the realm the message must
be routed to.

StringdestRealm
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DescriptionField Data
Type

Field NameTypeGroup

All Diameter messages contain an
Application Identifier, which is used in the
message forwarding process.

LongappId

Combination of MCC and MNCStringmccmnc

String representing the application name
for the appId.

StringappName

International mobile Subscriber Identity is
a unique identification associated with all
cellular networks. It is stored as a 64 bit
field and is sent by the phone to the
network.

Stringimsi

A number uniquely identifying a
subscription in a GSM or a UMTS mobile
network.

Stringmsisdn

This Attribute indicates the address to be
configured for the user. It MAY be used in
Access-Accept packets. It MAY be used in
an Access-Request packet as a hint by the
NAS to the server that it would prefer that
address, but the server is not required to
honor the hint.

StringframedIp

To each location area, a unique number
called a location area code is assigned.

Integerlac

Location code corresponding to one of
several possible location identifiers (MAC,
SSID, IP subnet).

StringuserLocationInfo

IPAddress of Diameter based network node
- can be used for location reporting.

StringsgsnIpAddress

This is used to identify the radio access
technology that is serving the UE.

IntegertgppRatType

When sent from PCRF to PCEF, this AVP
indicates that an event shall cause a
re-request of PCC rules. When sent from
the PCEF to the PCRF this AVP indicates
that the corresponding event has occurred
at the gateway.

IntegereventTriggers
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DescriptionField Data
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Field NameTypeGroup

True or false option indicating if the
subscriber is out of credit.

BooleanoutOfCredit

True or false option indicating if Quality
of Service upgrade is supported for the
subscriber.

BooleanqosUpgradeSupported

Routing Area Code is a fixed length code
of 1 octet identifying a routing area within
a location area.

Integerrac

Service Area Code has a length of two
octets and is unique within the location
Area.

Integersac

Cell identity for GSMor Service Area Code
(SAC) at the time of Record Opening Time.

Integerci

Cell Global Identity is a standard identifier
for mobile phones cells, providing means
to geographically locate connected mobile
phones.

Stringcgi

E-UTRAN Cell Global IdentifierStringecgi

Tracking Area IdentifierStringtai

Service Area IdentifierStringsai

Type Allocation Code (TAC) is the initial
eight-digit portion of the 15-digit IMEI
code.

Integertac

Explicit Communication TransferIntegerect

IMEISV (16 digits) includes information
on the origin, model, and serial number of
the device.

Stringimeisv

Bearer control mode applied to the IP-CAN
session.

Integerbcm

The IPv6 prefix allocated for the user.StringframedIpv6Prefix

Diameter: RxTGPP
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DescriptionField Data
Type

Field NameTypeGroup

All Diameter messages contain an
Application Identifier, which is used in the
message forwarding process.

LongappId

String representing the application name
for the appId.

StringappName

Status of the service being executed.IntegerserviceInfoStatus

Within an initial AA request the AF may
use the Specific-Action AVP to request
specific actions from the server at the
bearer events and to limit the contact to
such bearer events where specific action is
required.

IntegerspecificAction

It indicates whether an AF session is used
for emergency traffic.

StringserviceURN

Indication of Emergency SessionBooleanisEmergency

Diameter: GyV8

Reservation amount for quota when more
than one subscriber shares the quota.

StringsharedBucketReservation

This contains the host the message must be
routed to.

StringdestHost

This contains the realm the message must
be routed to.

LongdestRealm

All Diameter messages contain an
Application Identifier, which is used in the
message forwarding process.

StringappId

The User-Name AVP which contains the
User-Name, in a format consistent with the
NAI specification

StringuserName

String representing the application name
for the appId.

StringappName

A number uniquely identifying a
subscription in a GSM or a UMTS mobile
network.

Stringmsisdn
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DescriptionField Data
Type

Field NameTypeGroup

Location code corresponding to one of
several possible location identifiers (MAC,
SSID, IP subnet).

StringuserLocationInfo

IP Address of SGSN, a Diameter based
network node - can be used for location
reporting.

StringsgsnIpAddress

IP Address of GGSN, a Diameter based
network node.

StringggsnIpAddress

Access point name is the name of the
gateway between the mobile network and
another network.

Stringapn

Unique identifier of a session.StringsessionId

Diameter: Gy/Ro

It contains the number of requested,
granted, or used octets that can be/have
been received from the end user.

LonginOctets

It contains the number of requested,
granted, or used octets that can be/have
been sent to the end user.

LongoutOctets

This indicates the length of the requested,
granted, or used time in seconds.

LongtotalTime

The possible values for command-code are
credit-control-request and
credit-control-answer.

LongcmdCode

The current active service.StringserviceCode

The Termination-Cause AVP contains
information about the termination reason.

IntegerterminationCause

It contains the total number of requested,
granted, or used octets.

LongtotalOctets

This indicates any error present in the
Credit-Control-Request message.

IntegerresultCode
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DescriptionField Data
Type

Field NameTypeGroup

This contains the reason for sending the
credit-control request message. It MUST
be present in all Credit-Control-Request
messages.

integerrequestType

Uniquely identifies the request within a
session.

LongrequestNumber

The URL to which session is redirected to.StringredirectURL

It contains the charging key. Each quota
allocated to a Diameter CC session has a
unique Rating Group value.

StringratingGroup

Unique identifier of a session.StringsessionId

Diameter EDR counter List for Gx
• To enable EDR to be written by CPS internally, EDR_ENABLE flag needs to be set as true in qns.conf
file.

• Required counter that the customer wants in EDR must be configured in policy reporting configuration.
The names of different EDR counters are mentioned in the following table:

DescriptionCounter Name

Session ID of Gx sessionsession_id

Command code of Messagecommand_code

Request type of CCR messagerequest_type

Called station IDapn_original

Called station ID for CPS overridesapn_modified

Framed IPframed_ip

Parsed from user locationCi

Parsed from user locationLac

Radio Access Typerat_type

Timezone comes in Diameter AVPTimezone
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DescriptionCounter Name

Event trigger valueeventTrigger

Rule which is removed over GxchargingRuleRemove

Rule which is installed over GxchargingRuleAdd

Time of Message in or out from CPStimestamp2
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